Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes mediate complete and durable remission in a patient with NY-ESO-1 expressing prostate cancer
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ABSTRACT
Adoptive transfer of autologous tumor-specific lymphocytes represents a viable treatment method for patients with advanced malignancies. Here, we report a patient’s case with metastatic hormone-refractory New York esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 1 (NY-ESO-1) expressing prostate cancer treated with in vitro expanded tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) in conjunction with IL-2 and immune-checkpoint blockade. Complete and durable tumor remission was observed after three TIL infusions consisting of $1.4 \times 10^9$, $2.0 \times 10^9$, and $8.0 \times 10^9$ T cells, respectively, lasting now for more than 3.5 years. Immunological correlates to the clinical development were the decrease of tumor-driven NY-ESO-1 serum antibody and the drop of prostate-specific antigen to $< 0.01 \mu g/L$. TILs were reactive against cancer-testis antigen NY-ESO-1, individual tumor mutational proteins (eg, PRPF8, TRPS1), and the androgen receptor splice variant 12.

INSIGHT
This case demonstrates clinical efficacy of prostate cancer-derived tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and highlights the immunological impact of the cancer-testis antigen New York esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 1 (NY-ESO-1).

INTRODUCTION
Advanced prostate cancer is associated with poor prognosis and remains incurable; more than 70 000 men die from this disease each year in Europe. Apart from Sipuleucel-T, a Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved therapeutic cancer vaccine, effective immunotherapeutic approaches for prostate cancer still remain challenging. Immune-checkpoint inhibitors anti-programmed death protein 1 (PD-1), anti-programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1), anti-cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA4), that are effective in different malignancies show only limited activity in prostate cancer, partially due to the relatively low mutational burden in this disease. Response rates, for example, with pembrolizumab, are reported with 5% and 3% only.1

Adoptive therapy with TILs has shown remarkable results in the treatment of individual patients with different types of cancer in the last decades.2 The recognition of multiple individual neo-antigens as well as shared tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) linked to enhanced tissue homing capacity and strong immune effector functions jointly contribute to the clinical efficacy of TIL in patients with solid tumors.3 Currently, only few clinical studies investigating adoptive transfer of T cells in metastatic hormone-refractory prostate cancer (mHRPC) are listed on www.clinicaltrials.gov, all in form of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells.4

New York esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 1 (NY-ESO-1) is a highly immunogenic cancer-testis antigen, inducing simultaneous cellular and humoral immune responses in a high percentage of patients with advanced NY-ESO-1 expressing tumors and has therefore been considered a promising target for cancer immunotherapy. Serum antibodies against NY-ESO-1 have been found to increase with disease progression and to decrease with disease regression, making the antibody a useful biomarker to monitor disease activity and treatment response. Several studies also indicate that patients with pre-existing NY-ESO-1 antibodies show an increased clinical benefit from immune checkpoint blockade.5–8

Here, we report a patient’s case with advanced HRPC who experienced complete and durable tumor remission after treatment with in-vitro expanded TIL that recognized NY-ESO-1 as well as multiple mutational tumor antigens.
CASE PRESENTATION

A patient in the 70s was first diagnosed with prostate cancer in December 2004. He underwent radical prostatectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy. The disease was classified pT2c N0 Mx G3 R1, Gleason Score 9 (= 4 + 5). Radiotherapy was administered postoperatively to a single bone metastasis with a total dose of 67 Gy. He received various antihormonal treatments until the disease progressed significantly in May 2018 infiltrating urethra, para-urethral soft tissue, penis root, and lymph nodes. At that time, the patient refused standard chemotherapy and was therefore evaluated for experimental TIL treatment on the basis of a single patient compassionate use treatment. A first biopsy from soft tissue metastasis was taken in June 2018 and transported to Zellwerk GmbH in order to isolate and expand TIL (method of TIL preparation is described in the online supplemental file). A first TIL infusion (TIL-1) was administered in September 2018 consisting of \( 1.4 \times 10^9 \) T cells, followed by a second TIL infusion (TIL-2) of \( 2 \times 10^6 \) T cells in November 2018. In order to generate a new batch of TIL, the tumor was re-biopsied in January 2019 and a third TIL infusion (TIL-3) was administered in March 2019 at a dose of \( 8 \times 10^5 \) T cells. NY-ESO-1 expression in both tumor biopsies was confirmed by RT-PCR and immunohistochemistry. Prior to each TIL infusion the patient received conditioning chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide on day -1 at a dose of 60 mg/kg (TIL-1) and on day -4 at 30 mg/kg (TIL-2, TIL-3). TIL infusions were supported by interleukin-2 (IL-2) (IL-2), given four and five times every 48 hours at 600 000 IU/kg, starting 12 hours after each TIL infusion. One week before TIL-3 infusion, checkpoint blockade with pembrolizumab (1 mg/kg) was initiated and continued for a total of four doses. An overview of the treatment schedule is provided in figure 1A. Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels decreased after each of the three TIL infusions. A complete decrease of PSA down to 0.01 ng/L was first observed 2 months after the second TIL infusion in parallel with the development of a complete remission of all tumor manifestations. Concomitantly, the high pre-TIL NY-ESO-1 serum antibody titer continuously decreased over the course of TIL treatment (figure 1B,C). MR images show that the tumor burden had reduced significantly 2 months after administration of TIL-3. The patient’s most recent imaging studies show complete and sustained tumor remission lasting for now 3.5 years (figure 1D).

Specificity of TIL

Based on the antigenic profile of the tumor and the patient’s human leukocyte antigen (HLA) type (A2, A11, B7, B55, C3, C7, DR4) we used a panel of immunogenic ‘hot spot’ NY-ESO-1 peptides known to be recognized by T cells of patients with NY-ESO-1 expressing tumors and a panel of 10 individual HLA-matched peptides derived from mutational antigens identified by whole exome sequencing (WES). This peptide panel represents a selection of nine peptides of 77 non-synonymous coding neo-antigens detected in the tumor by exome sequencing and of the frameshift androgen receptor (AR) alternative splice variant AR-V12, found by Oncomine RNA sequencing (online supplemental table). TILs were incubated with these peptides and cell culture supernatant was analyzed for interferon gamma (IFN-γ) in ELISA assay. Specific reactivity for NY-ESO-1 was found in all three TIL infusions, in particular for the HLA-A2 restricted peptide NY-ESO-1 p157-165, for NY-ESO-1 20mer peptides p81-100 and p91-110 that include 9mer peptides p92-100 and p96-104, known to be presented on HLA-Cw3 and for NY-ESO-1 24mer peptide p119-143 (figure 2A). In addition, TIL showed specific cytotoxicity against NY-ESO-1/ HLA-A2 expressing tumor cells in standard chromium-51 (Cr\(^{51}\)) release assay (figure 2B). Reactivity was also demonstrated for several mutational peptides: KKRCLFRSF derived from gene PRPF8 (TIL 1,2,3), YLGEITYPF from gene TRPS1 (TIL 1,3) FSVSKYKCL derived from gene ZNF512 (TIL 1,3), NQVQASSMEK from gene GFM1 (TIL 2,3), CPSKPSPLV from gene SGP1 (TIL3) and peptide KVWAKALPDERAAS derived from a part of the unique C-terminus of the V12 splice variant AR-V12 (TIL 1,2,3) (figure 2C). Given that TIL-1 and TIL-2 infusions were generated from the same pre-expansion culture and TIL-3 from a separate one, these results show that the immunological phenotype of TIL comprised of NY-ESO-1-specific T cells in all three TIL infusions and of four and six tumor-specific T cells in TIL-1, TIL-2 and TIL-3, respectively. T cells of TIL-3 infusion were also analyzed for specific recognition of the wild type peptides derived from genes PRPF8 and TRPS1, respectively. IFN-γ production was significantly higher for the mutant versus the wild type peptide (figure 2D).

Phenotype and functional activity of the TIL

Flow cytometric analysis revealed approximately 78%, 81%, and 96% CD8+ T cells and 18%, 11%, and 1.7% CD4+ T cells in the first (TIL-1), second (TIL-2), and third (TIL-3) infusions, respectively. TILs were further characterized for the expression of co-stimulatory molecules CD27/CD28 and differentiation markers CD45RA/CCR7. The majority of the TILs were effector memory T cells (CD45RA−/CCR7−), with 24%, 54%, and 39% effector memory RA (CD45RA+/CCR7−) and <10% central memory (CD45RA−/CCR7+) T cells. Functional activity was evaluated by IFN-γ release after a 24-hour stimulation of \( 10^5 \) T cells with OKT3. IFN-γ release of the TIL reached approximately 1298 pg in TIL-1, 1095 pg in TIL-2, and 2184 pg in TIL-3, respectively. Cytotoxic potential was demonstrated by flow cytometric evaluation of CD107a expression after activation by phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA). 9.1% of TIL-1, 15.4% of TIL-2, and 23.8% of TIL-3, mostly CD8+ T cells, were CD107a++ exhibiting cytotoxic potential (online supplemental figure). CD25hi CD127– FoxP3– regulatory CD4+ T cells (Tregs) were <0.13% in all TIL preparations.
DISCUSSION

We report here the clinical and immunological efficacy of in vitro expanded TIL in a patient with metastatic prostate cancer. TIL administered three times at relatively low cell numbers led to complete tumor regression lasting now for more than 3.5 years. In contrast to other groups who are engaged in TIL therapy, we followed alternative strategies for TIL expansion, mode, and number of application as well as for conditioning regimens that may have contributed to this extraordinary result.

First, we used a modified culture method for isolation and expansion of TIL, utilizing IL-2, IL-15, and IL-21-containing medium, and a Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) compliant closed perfusion bioreactor system.9 10 We suppose that these cytokines in combination with the culturing procedure led to the expansion of a high percentage of CD8+ cytotoxic T cells (78%–96%) and a relatively low number of CD4+ T-cells (11%–1.7%), with the majority of TILs being effector memory T cells (CD45RA−/CCR7−). In addition,
this culture method did not promote the outgrowth of Tregs (<0.13%).

We decided to administer repeated transplants with three escalating doses of relatively low numbers of TIL (1.4\times10^9, 2.0\times10^9, and 8.0\times10^9), instead of a single high-dosed transplant of several 10^10 T cells. We hypothesized that repeated transfers of TIL preparations might improve the clinical outcome by prolonging TIL-tumor interactions in vivo and by reducing treatment-related toxicities.

Second, we used a modified preparatory chemotherapy regimen that differs from those employed in TIL studies reported by the US National Cancer Institute, using a single low-dose infusion of cyclophosphamide aiming to reduce regulatory T cells without a higher impact on general lymphodepletion. This helped to significantly reduce treatment-related toxicity in comparison with the widely used high dose cyclophosphamide and fludarabine regimen that has considerable side effects. The single dose of cyclophosphamide mediated mild lymphopenia and moderate neutropenia but did not cause complete lymphodepletion in the patient. In order to protect the infused TIL from potential toxic effects, we administered cyclophosphamide 4 days before TIL-2 and TIL-3 transfer.

We observed PSA and radiological response after the first and second TIL treatments lasting for 5 weeks and 7 weeks, respectively. The only partial response might be explained by the low number of TIL, by an impaired persistence of transferred T cells, or by an inadequate migration potential of the transferred T cells into the tumor and tumor microenvironment. To improve the outcome, a significantly higher cell number (fourfold to TIL-2) was infused in TIL-3. In addition, we combined TIL-3 treatment with peri-interventional pembrolizumab. As compared with the first and second TIL treatments,
PSA values now completely decreased down to <0.01 µg/L and remained negative since then. Closely correlated to the decrease of PSA, the high pre-TIL NY-ESO-1 serum antibody titer continuously decreased over the course of TIL treatment in parallel with disease regression.

We were able to identify NY-ESO-1-specific T cells in each of the three TIL transplants. Additional TIL specificities were identified for peptides derived from the individual tumor mutational proteins PRPF8, TRPS1 and for the AR splice variant-12. AR-V12 induces a ligand-independent expression of PSAs (KLK-3, kallikrein related peptidase 3; KLK-2, kallikrein related peptidase 2; FOLH1, folate receptor alpha) whose overexpression was observed at the mRNA level. The corresponding proteins represent potential immune targets; antigen-specific T cell interaction may have contributed to the durable clinical response in this patient. The peptide panel used for the identification of TIL specificities did not represent the full range of TAA and neo-antigens expressed in the tumor. T cells reactive against other target antigens, for example, melanoma-associated antigen (MAGE) that was also expressed in the tumor, may have also contributed to the clinical outcome.

It is unclear to which degree tumor remission has been mediated by either TIL treatment or checkpoint inhibition. Clinical responses after TIL-1 and TIL-2 treatments were not complete and not durable. Checkpoint blockade has not shown convincing treatment results in prostate cancer probably due to the low tumor mutation burden (TMB) and lower expression of PD-L1. In our case clinical remission became complete and durable after combined administration of TIL-3 and checkpoint inhibition, suggesting a potential role of PD-1 blockade for the sustained effect of the transplanted TIL-3 preparation. In the present report we demonstrate that prostate cancer-derived TIL can be successfully isolated and effectively expanded in vitro. TILs were reactive against NY-ESO-1 and several individual tumor antigens in this case. Complete and durable tumor response may have resulted from the combination of TIL treatment with immune-checkpoint blockade that might have helped to overcome PD-1/PD-L1 mediated T cell inhibition in the tumor microenvironment. With respect to different immune escape mechanisms, TIL treatment targeting several tumor antigens may be advantageous over monospecific immunotherapeutic strategies like cancer vaccines or CAR T cell treatment.

In conclusion, adoptive transfer of TIL represents a promising immunotherapeutic approach also for tumors with low TMB like mHRPC. Further investigation in larger patient populations in clinical studies, including the precise analysis of tumor antigen and T cell receptor repertoire, are warranted.
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